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Executive Summary
The RESIN project aims to develop standardised approaches for city administrators, the operators of
urban infrastructure networks, and related stakeholders to develop their adaptation strategies and to
ensure that their decisions do contribute to the resilience of the whole city. These approaches will be
combined and organized within a framework. This framework will be offered as a guide (a decision
support system) to decision makers as a standardised path for consistent consideration and selection
of appropriate and effective adaptation measures, tailored to the particular circumstances of their city.
This report elaborates on the development approach and expected outline, use and form of the
framework in which the decision support tooling will be presented to the end-users. To this end, a
framework is developed in which all supportive elements to the end users can be placed, and
presented.

Framework
Structure of city adaptation process

+
Guidance and supportive tools
Existing and newly developed

+
Platform
Deliver user access and operational usability

=

Resin e-guide
Operational support for city adaptation process

Figure 1: Relation between the framework, supportive tools, platform and e-Guide

Eventually, in this framework, the supportive tools, methods and other structures will be referenced;
this includes the results from other RESIN WP’s and external sources. Finally, an outline of a work
plan is presented to develop and operationalise the framework, in close collaboration with the RESIN
city partners.
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1. Introduction
The combination of increased urbanisation with the consequences of global climate change places an
imperative on cities to be proactive in strengthening their resilience to extreme weather events in order
to secure their economic competitiveness and to enhance security and the quality of life for their
residents. Despite this imperative, the development of urban climate change adaptation strategies has
not been equally prompt in all EU cities. In the European Commission (EC) communication, An EU
1
Strategy on Adaptation to Climate Change , the urgency for implementing adaptation measures and
their mainstreaming in the policies of vulnerable sectors is underscored and the commitment to
promote urban adaptation strategies reaffirmed. Yet, the absence of a standardised approach with
regard to the methods for undertaking key tasks such as assessing climate risks and vulnerability, and
prioritising between adaptation responses, limits urban adaptation planning.
The RESIN project aims to develop standardised approaches to support cities on their pathway to
become resilient. One way to do so is the development of a decision support system, the RESIN eGuide, to support decision makers with a standardised path towards the choice for appropriate and
effective adaptation measures into strategies tailored to the particular circumstances of a specific city.
Chapter 2 will discuss the principal characteristics of the envisaged RESIN e-Guide; the aim, target
group and added value. A mayor part of the report, chapter 3, is reserved for elaborating the
framework on which the RESIN e-Guide will be based. First ideas on forms and manifestations of the
Guide are mentioned in chapter 4 to illustrate the final output of WP6 in the RESIN project. The
concluding chapter 5 addresses the first outline of the work plan for the development and testing of the
Guide in the next 2,5 years. This report is thus to be considered a ‘living’ document, that will evolve
and grow during the project’s life time.

1

http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/adaptation/what/documentation_en.htm
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2. Approach
2.1. Aim of the RESIN e-Guide and Framework
The purpose of the RESIN e-Guide is to guide decision makers through an online tool (e-Guide)
towards a coherent climate change adaptation strategy by integrating standardised approaches to
adaptation planning in an overarching structure. The Guide will indicate relevant aspects and issues
that should be addressed during this process and it will present decision support tools, databases and
related information to facilitate the process. These decision support tools target on urban areas and
(critical) infrastructures and will integrate the approaches of both the climate change adaptation world
and the world of disaster risk management into one overall approach and common unifying
framework. The easy and structured access to a wealth of information allows the user to develop
adaptation strategies more efficiently and more effectively as well as to learn from other, similar cases
in Europe.
Various work packages of the RESIN project contribute with content to respective elements of the
framework (see section 5.5.3) and as such the Guide will combine and integrate the output of virtually
all work packages in the project. It will be presented to the four RESIN partner cities to assess the
value added it offers and will also seek for the experiences of the end-users in developing adaptation
plans. In this way, the development of the framework and its content can be seen as a codevelopment process with the cities. The ambition for RESIN is to set the standard for climate
adaptation planning processes.
The structure of the Guide will be provided by the RESIN Framework that represents a reference
adaptation planning process; from understanding the climate hazards and the associated risks up to
finalizing an action plan for implementation and ensuring commitment (including the required
resources and other conditions) from the stakeholders. The basis for this framework has been laid
down in RESIN’s Conceptual Framework (Carter et al, 2016), presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - The RESIN Conceptual Framework
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The right hand loop of the Resin Conceptual Framework (RCF) reflects the process of adaptation
planning. It is focused around an adaptation planning system that encompasses stakeholder networks
and governance frameworks. The process leads to the development of adaptation options to
implement within the urban system (left hand loop), which aim to build climate resilience (in addition to
supporting the achievement of other socio-economic and bio-physical objectives and priorities). A
further breakdown of the right hand loop will be presented in chapter 3. The RESIN e-Guide will be
based on this framework. The content for the Guide will be generated in the various work packages of
the RESIN project and its value will be assessed through the RESIN city cases. Figure 3 provides a
generic illustration of the way the content is developed and tested in the various work packages.

Figure 3: RESIN E-Guide development in relation to activities of other RESIN Work Packages

2.2. Target Group
2

The target audience for RESIN’s e-Guide are the city administrators who in close collaboration with
the public and private operators of the city infrastructures and the regional and national tiers of
government, seek for a consistent and valuable city development plan. In this planning, the impact of
climate and climate change will have to be taken into account in search for robust adaptation
measures. Other user groups that have a direct or indirect interest in this planning process are local
council and politicians, consultancy organisations, academia and research institutes, investors and
third sector groups with an interest in adaptation and resilience (e.g. community groups, NGOs,
European Commission) and emergency (crisis management) planners.
To ensure the acceptance of the usefulness and the use of the RESIN decision support framework
and e-Guide by the primary target group, an end-user analysis is required to determine the factors that
influence the work of the city administrators. Even within the same target group, there may be

2

In the widest sense, including managing and supportive staff to this task
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differences in the capacity to engage in an adaptation decision making process. Therefore, several
questions have to be addressed, such as:












Who are the city administrators in the RESIN partner cities?
Are they indeed the ones that are to use the e-Guide in their work?
How do they gather and process information?
What elements do they need in order to make decisions?
What terminology do they use?
What about local legislation and regulation?
What is the availability of resources?
What is the extent of collaborative working between stakeholders working across different
sectors and spatial scales?
Are these factors geographically determined?
Are the administrators connected to other initiatives that influence their level of freedom?
Are the administrators bound to regulations that are relevant to consider?

The answers to these questions will affect the design and content of the e-Guide as to best fit the enduser’s work procedures. The analysis of the end-users and the co-development with RESIN partner
cities is included in the work plan of the e-Guide (see chapter 5).

2.3. Added value
A decision support system (DSS) is usually a computer-based software package that supports
governmental, business-oriented or organisational decision-making processes (SotA D1.1). The
RESIN e-Guide, therefore, will comprise more than a planning scheme, a single tool or a more simple
information system. There are a few examples of decision support ‘systems’ for cooperative decision
making for urban adaptation as envisaged within RESIN. In the next sections we will illustrate the
functionality of the RESIN e-Guide and compare this some existing DSSs on similarities and
differences. (note: This overview is not intended to be exhaustive, there are likely to be other
examples of DSSs, that are not covered in this exploration).

2.3.1. Functionality of the RESIN e-Guide
The RESIN e-Guide aims to provide the user with standardised tools, information, checklists and
practical examples, to advance through all phases of the adaptation planning process in European
urban environments, from raising awareness of climate risks through to the implementation of
adaptation responses. In every phase it will offer guidance – where possible – which tools and
approach are best suited for a particular situation. At the same time it will integrate the approaches of
both the climate change adaptation world and the world of disaster risk management, targeting urban
areas and (critical) infrastructures. Another particular element that will add functionality will be the
RESIN city typology that will quickly guide end-users in their search for background and experiences
that are relevant for their situation
The Guide will also allow for flexibility to address the non-linearity of the adaptation planning process
and the reality of the urban planning process. In real life, the adaptation planning process will not
follow a sequential pathway. We often see simultaneous activities at various phases of the planning
cycle. In addition, urban developments will require a different approach in that a city administrator will
want to check how to include adaptation options in an ongoing development. Therefore, the Guide can
be accessed through multiple entry points and the various (sub)phases can – under strict conditions –
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be used as standalone processes. The Guide can also be used in an iterative way for re-evaluation
when new information becomes available.
With considerable uncertainty about future climate and the local impacts of global climate change
trends there is a requirement for robust adaptation actions planning, and to be prepared for a range of
possible scenarios. The RESIN e-Guide will therefore incorporate guidelines on how to develop
scenarios as a guide for decision makers to provide for robust and resilient planning under a wide
range of potential future (long-term) climate conditions (T6.2.3.).
In developing the Guide, RESIN will connect with and integrate existing methods and approaches
where possible, thereby building on the experience of other platforms and progress the support that
the diverse range of available tools supplies. Which elements are most relevant to RESIN and how
they can be applied will become clear while developing the e-Guide.

2.3.2. Exploration of existing Decision Support Systems

Urban Adaptation Support Tool
The outstanding information platform for climate adaptation planning is the European Climate
3
Adaptation Platform, climate-ADAPT (EEA, 2013). It offers entrances to external sources for
information for each of the relevant decision support phases and provides information to support the
analysis and to avoid pitfalls. This information has been organised in the Urban Adaptation Support
Tool (EEA, 2012). It builds on and borrows from the UKCIP Adaptation Wizard (see below). As a
prominent platform on climate adaptation, RESIN aims to cooperate with climate-ADAPT and, in
addition to the RESIN findings and tools, to offer guidance in order to help users to consistently go
from one phase to the next.

PROVIA/MEDIATION Adaptation Pathfinder
4

The PROVIA/MEDIATION Adaptation Pathfinder (MEDIATION, 2013 and 2014) provides a guidance
platform quite similar as envisaged within RESIN. It is a comprehensive guidance that integrates the
different approaches of vulnerability, impacts and adaptation through the decision trees embedded in
each of the five general stages of their ‘adaptation learning cycle’. It thereby offers guidance to
practitioners, policy analysts, consultants and researchers on the selection and application of methods
through access to appropriate documentation and websites, organised along several thematic paths
and menus. This guideline distinguishes itself from others in that it;


emphasises the diversity of adaptation situations considered as well as the diversity of
approaches and methods needed;



offers guidance on which method are appropriate in a given adaptation situations; and



connects guidelines with examples cases.

The Adaptation Pathfinder doesn’t have a particular focus on urban environments and infrastructures,
but it would be interesting to investigate possibilities for collaboration (and integration) with the
Adaptation Pathfinder, see if RESIN can add value and functionality to the Pathfinder by focusing on
urban environments and what the RESIN e-Guide can learn from Pathfinder about the use, user
friendliness and applicability.

3
4

http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/adaptation-support-tool
http://www.mediation-project.eu/platform/apf_entry/entry_point.html
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Figure 4: One of the interactive decision trees of the Adaptation Pathfinder in the phase of ‘Identifying
adaptation needs’.

UKCIP Adaptation Wizard
5

The UKCIP Adaptation Wizard aligns specific resources to different phases of the adaptation planning
process to help the user generate information to inform an adaptation strategy and is in this sense
similar to the envisaged RESIN e-Guide. The information offered is UK-specific, whereas the RESIN
focus is Europe-wide.

SUDPLAN
6

SUDPLAN (Sustainable Urban Development Planner for Climate Change Adaptation) aimed to
develop a web-based planning, prediction and training tool in support of decision making for urban
planning, and has been piloted in several EU cities. However, this tool stops short of suggesting
adaptation responses and developing associated actions.

Climate JUST
An interesting example of a DSS linked to climate change adaptation is the Joseph Rowntree
7
Foundation (JRF) funded UK Climate Just portal (JRF, University of Manchester, Environment
Agency 2014). It provides a wealth of information related to climate hazards and climate disadvantage
especially targeted at people working with vulnerable communities such as local authorities and their
partners in social care, health, housing and the voluntary and community sectors. The portal is
organised via a diagram of key existing tools and poses a number of questions to guide the user
towards underlying documents. A spatial portal also contains a geographical information system (GIS)
that allows the creation of maps of the UK that show disadvantage to flooding, heat and fuel poverty
from national level down to neighbourhood level. Though the RESIN e-Guide will include more than
hazards and vulnerability in urban areas, Climate JUST could be an inspiring example for phase 1 of
the e-Guide, see chapter 3.

5

http://www.ukcip.org.uk/wizard/
http://sudplan.eu/
7
http://www.climatejust.org.uk/
6
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Dutch Spatial Adaptation platform
8

The Dutch knowledge platform for Spatial Adaptation provides links to and descriptions of dedicated
tools for decision support related to climate adaptation in urban environments. These tools have been
developed by a large number of organisations. In most cases these must be contacted to actually
make use of the tool or service for specific situations. Another category of instruments on this website
consists of ‘manuals’ for a ‘step-wise’ approach to climate adaptation decision making. Examples are
‘Handboek Meekoppelen’ (i.e. Mainstreaming Manual for plugging in and cooperating) and
‘Handreiking Stresstest’ (i.e. Stress Test Manual). These steps resemble the four A- stages as
described in section 4 of this report. This platform, however, is built of mainly loose components,
where RESIN will provide one all-encompassing overview and practical approach.

Local government climate adaptation toolkit
9

Finally, we mention the ‘Local government climate adaptation toolkit’ developed by ICLEI Oceania .
The toolkit offers tools and exercises to individual councils with specific sustainability needs on topics
including: vulnerability and risk assessment; linking mitigation and adaptation; and building resilient
infrastructure and financing. The toolkit should, ideally, be used alongside the Climate Change
Impacts & Risk Management guide from the Australian Government Department of Climate Change
(Australian Greenhouse Office, 2009).

8

http://www.ruimtelijkeadaptatie.nl/en/
http://archive.iclei.org/fileadmin/user_upload/documents/ANZ/CCP/CCPAU/Projects/AI/AdaptationToolkit/Toolkit_CCPAdaptation_Final.pdf
9
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2.3.3. Added value of the RESIN e-Guide
The decision support systems presented here offer a variety of functionalities to the end users. Table
1 summarises the characteristics of these systems.
Table 1: Overview of existing Decision Support Systems for adaptation planning

Full cycle

Guidance

Geography

Risk AND
adaptation

Urban Adaptation Support Tool
Adaptation Pathfinder
UKCIP Adaptation Wizard
SUDPLAN
Climate JUST
Dutch Spatial Adaptation platform
Local government climate adaptation
toolkit

yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes

no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes

Europe
Europe
UK
Europe
UK
NL
Australia

no
yes
no
no
no
no
yes

RESIN E-Guide (Ambition)

yes

yes

EU(+)

yes

Legend
Full cycle:

Covering all stages of urban adaptation planning

Guidance:

Providing guidance, e.g. posing questions or checklists, more than information
sources and links

Geography:

Potential application area of the DSS

Risk AND adaptation:

Combining the approaches of disaster risk reduction and urban adaptation
planning

The DSSs above provide interesting elements for RESIN to connect with and build on in developing
an integrated and standardised approach for all European cities. The PROVIA/MEDIATION
Adaptation Pathfinder is in this sense of special interest as it bears close resemblance with the aims of
the RESIN e-Guide. In addition, during the duration of the RESIN project, gaps, issues or barriers to
effective urban adaptation planning in the RESIN partner cities will be identified in the process and
addressed by building in further progressive elements into the RESIN DSS. This will include what type
of support is requested and/or what should be elaborated in more detail for useful application.

12

3. Decision Support Framework
This chapter presents a process outline for developing an urban adaptation strategy, the RESIN
Decision Support Framework, or RESIN Framework in short. The phases defined in this framework will
serve as the backbone of the RESIN e-Guide which will support city administrators by providing
tooling, methodologies, data, practices and further information for each phase in adaptation planning
(for more information on the e-Guide and potential manifestations of it, see chapter 4). To develop a
comprehensive overview, contributions to this portfolio of data and tools will come from various work
packages of the RESIN project as well as from other sources (EU-projects, Climate-Adapt, and other
references). How the output of the various work packages of the RESIN project will be integrated in
the Guide is discussed in chapter 5.5.2.
The purpose of this chapter is to define and frame the phases of the adaptation planning process and
to identify the questions and challenges that the city planner is being faced with at the respective
phases.

3.1. Development of the Framework
10

Adaptation to climate change is a ‘wicked’ problem. The state of the art review (RESIN D1.1)
revealed the many dimensions for cities to consider when preparing for and developing a climate
adaptation strategy. For an adaptation process to be successful, with a clear definition of nature,
objectives and extent of the planning process, also stakeholder and public involvement is required for
legitimacy and for gathering the necessary knowledge to tackle different problems appropriately.
The city (the Urban System) is in a continuous state of transformation, caused by internal and external
drivers and hazards. These concern amongst others demographic, economic and spatial
developments. City planners seek to counter short and long term risks that the city is facing. Some of
these risks are created by (extreme) weather events. Because of climate change, these events may
become even more extreme, with higher associated risks to the city and its inhabitants. In response,
the city seeks for timely adaptation measures that strengthen the resilience of the city and to reduce
their risk. This is a dynamic process; due to high uncertainties continuous feedbacks are required to
develop sustainable pathways that the city with its stakeholders is prepared to and capable of to
follow.
RESIN’s conceptual framework (RCF, see also RESIN D1.2) relates two processes with each other:
the dynamic process of the Urban System (Figure 2 - the left wheel) and the adaptation planning
process that seeks for those interventions and actions that best contribute to the resilience of the
Urban System (Figure 2 - the right wheel). Although these processes are presented in sequence, it is
well understood that in practice developments take place simultaneously and at all levels. This asks
for monitoring and reporting functions to provide feedback on progress and reconsideration of (need
for) action. Below we will describe the development of the right wheel, the framework RESIN will use
as a representation of the adaptation planning process. The process of tackling this ‘wicked’ problem
takes place in phases. Each phase requires a series of activities with appropriate supportive methods
specific to that phase. There is a variety of methods that feature such phases. At an abstract level,
these are variations on the “Plan – Do – Check - Act” circle (Deming, 1986) or John Boyd’s OODA10

A wicked problem is a type of problem with (paraphrasing) a great number of uncertainties on stakeholders involved,
boundaries of the problem, long term developments, organisation and responsibilities, and more. These types of problems are
characterised by the fact that they cannot be solved by straight analytical means alone.

13
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loop (Osinga, 2007). Well-known schemes in the world of Climate Change Adaption are ICLEI’s IMS
12
and the Adaptation Support Tool, developed for Mayors-adapt .Other schemes that are important to
consider are the ‘4A’ decision support phases by Wijnmalen (2012) and the Resilience Pathway 2.0
funded by Climate KIC (Schellekens and Ballard).

The RESIN Framework attempts to generate a common framework that both mirrors the steps of
these leading frameworks and is easily applicable to the problem of improving urban resilience to
climate stress. The RESIN Framework consists of four building blocks (phases) of the RESIN planning
process:
1. Assess climate risk: developing a detailed understanding of the climate risk(s) to be
addressed, the contextual situation and the role of the stakeholders.
2. Develop adaptation objectives: determine the alternative approaches to cope with these risks
and agree upon the one(s) chosen together with stakeholders.
3. Prioritise adaptation options: Identify adaptation options that fit the chosen approach and
select the ones to be implemented
4. Develop implementation plan: Develop a thorough plan to implement, monitor, evaluate and
communicate these options.
An important element of the RESIN Framework is phase 2. Clarifying the general solution approach to
be taken when adapting to climate change is seen as a crucial phase by RESIN and adds to the other
existing policy schemes. This phase is partly covered in the ICLEI IMS and the ‘4A’ phases, but not in
the way intended by RESIN. Another major difference with most frameworks is that the actual
implementation of the adaptation options is not part of the RESIN Decision Support Framework, as
this affects the left wheel of the RCF, the urban system, and is therefore not seen as part of the
decision or policy cycle itself. In Figure 5, the way in which the RESIN Framework integrates existing
frameworks is shown. Table 2 describes the building blocks (phases) of the RESIN planning process
in a sequential way. In practice, often activities will take place simultaneously at several (or all)
phases. The framework is designed to offer support for each phase, even if the method is not
performed sequentially.

11
12

http://www.sustainablecities.eu/pathways/integratedmanagement/sustainability-cycle/
http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/adaptation-support-tool
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Figure 5 Relation between the RESIN Framework and 4 existing frameworks. The colours of the
circles/rectangles in each of the frameworks correspond with the phases of the RESIN Framework.

The next sections of this chapter will explain the phases of the RESIN framework in more detail. With
an overall expression of what is at stake in that particular phase, the sections summarise the inputs
for, the processes to be dealt with, and the expected output from that phase. At this stage of the
RESIN project the description of these phases are only made in general terms. In the sequel of the
project, this will be elaborated and enriched, amongst others with the experiences from the four
RESIN city cases.

3.2. Overview of the framework
The previous section has already presented the four main phases that we distinguish in developing a
sound and consistent adaptation strategy. In this section we give a first overview of what the outcome
of each phase (see also Table 2) is meant to be. Then, in the next sections, we elaborate on each
individual phase and present (initial) aspects that have to be taken into account to arrive at the
intended outcome of that phase. The output of each phase is designed to form a sound foundation for
the next phase in the process.

15

Table 2 Phases of the framework and their outputs

Phase
Phase 1 - Assess climate risk

(intended) Results
Understanding of the (climate) risks
Decision on whether and what hazards and their
associated risks are to be addressed
Ensured support for action; and agreement on which
parties and organisations are to be involved for next
phase(s).

Phase 2 - Develop adaptation
objectives
Phase 3 - Prioritise adaptation
options
Phase 4 - Develop implementation
plan

Objectives for (acceptable/ desired) risk levels and/or for
(required) risk reduction

A preference for adaptation options for implementation

An agreed plan for implementation of adaptation options,
with support and resource allocation

For each of these phases, a number of aspects is to be considered. These aspects concern topics
such as: getting commitment, information, communication, raising awareness, et cetera. And for each
aspect one or more issues have to be taken into consideration and clarified.
These aspects with their issues will be addressed in the next sections. For each of the aspects, we will
summarise the elements that should be taken into account. This overview is a starting point for the
content development for the RESIN framework. During the further project life time, this overview will
be enriched with content on these aspects and elements, as well as broadened with further elements.
Although the aspects and elements are listed in a ‘natural’ order, this framework structure should not
be interpreted as a straightjacket for the process to follow. In practice, preparations and actions for all
phases of the planning cycle will be in progress simultaneously. So, the framework is to be used as a
reference guide to make informed decisions for a consistent portfolio of adaptation action plans.
In the next sections we list the issues we have identified so far for respective aspects at each phase.
This overview has already proven value in defining the work plan for the four city partners (WP4). In
the next part of the RESIN project we will further detail and add to these issues and seek for
appropriate decision support tools and techniques for integration in the RESIN E-Guide. Through the
work plan of the four city cases, we see the opportunities for testing and end-user feedback.
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3.3. Phase 1 - Assess climate risk
3.3.1. Aspect 1.1 Scoping
Purpose: to define the challenges and the city system in order to frame the further planning process
(‘what are we looking at’).

Issue

Description

1.1.1 Problem definition (qualitative)

Current reasons that drive your quest for climate risk
assessment

1.1.2 Determine climate threat

Determine relevant climate hazards/stressors and
gather information on climatic conditions, past
extreme events and climate change projections

1.1.3 Determine other non-climate related
trends

Determine external trends that have the potential to
affect the climate risks to the city, e.g. geopolitical or
economic factors.

1.1.4 Relevant stakeholders

What parties have a stake in the problems or
solutions related to these threats?

1.1.5 Get stakeholders interest clear

Collect key strategic information (including
adaptation plans and strategies) of the stakeholders
and determine their interests

1.1.6 Relevant time horizon(s)

Determine the timeframe of consideration

1.1.7 Context

Identify initial constraints by studying the
characteristics of the area under investigation
including socio-economic conditions and key
environmental challenges. Example - keep historical
centre intact, don't interfere with economic
development.

3.3.2. Aspect 1.2 Awareness
Purpose: to raise the awareness of the relevant stakeholders for climate change, the effects and the
risk associated

Issue

Description

1.2.1 Shared awareness of problem

Community building for next issues.

1.2.2 Shared agreement of need for
coordinated action

Community building for next issues – ensure sufficient
support amongst the involved stakeholders for
effective handling of ensuing issues.
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3.3.3. Aspect 1.3 Role definition
Purpose: to get agreement on potential roles of and contributions from respective stakeholders in the
planning process

Issue

Description

1.3.1 Get agreement on roles of all
stakeholders in all issues (RASCI13)

Give overview of the intended roles of all
stakeholders in the complete urban planning process.
(Subject to re-evaluation during the process)

1.3.2 Get agreement from stakeholders to
contribution to aspects 1.4 -1.8

Check that all required support is ensured

3.3.4. Aspect 1.4 Risk assessment
Purpose: to arrive at an agreed vulnerability and risk assessment for the city system. The approach for
Vulnerability and Risk Assessment currently under development in RESIN’s WP2 will be the basis for
this assessment.

Issue

Description

1.4.1 Preparing the vulnerability assessment

Understand the context of the VA, identify the
objectives and expected outcomes of the VA,
determine the scope of the VA and prepare a plan for
performing the VA

1.4.2 Developing impact chains

Determine the impacts, threats, exposure and
vulnerability of each relevant hazard/stressor to
develop impact chains that describe the cause-effect
relationships

1.4.3 Identifying and selecting indicators

Select specific indicators for incidents, exposure and
vulnerability for each hazard

1.4.4 Data acquisition and management

Data gathering, quality check and management

1.4.5 Normalisation of indicator data

Determine the scale of measurement and normalise
the indicator values

1.4.6 Weighting and aggregating of
indicators

Determine the importance of indicators and whether
they can be aggregated into composite indicators

1.4.7 Aggregating components to risk

Determine aggregated risk value of the city by
aggregating;
- threat and exposure to incident
- several indicators into a vulnerability index
- incident and vulnerability index into risk

13

See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Responsibility_assignment_matrix
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1.4.8 Presenting the outcomes of the
vulnerability analysis

Plan the vulnerability analysis, describe the analysis
and illustrate the findings

3.3.5. Aspect 1.5 Goal definition
Purpose: to agree on what the goals should be for the adaptation process

Issue

Description

1.5.1 Determine acceptability of risks

Determine which of the risk values defined under 1.4
have to be addressed (priority list)

1.5.2 Set goal for risk issues

Set generic functional goals, sufficient to define the
strategic objectives. Example: 'to ensure reliable
water supply for all citizens for the next 100 years.'

1.5.3 Set conditions for goal (requirements,
other relevant factors)

Formulate concrete constraints for eventual
solutions, for example: ‘keeping water quality equal
or better than current level’, ‘in compliance with all
current law and regulations’, or ‘in compliance with
contemporary law and regulations, which may be
changed, also as result of this process’.

3.3.6. Aspect 1.6 Baseline
Purpose: to identify what are the current levels for the agreed goals

Issue

Description

1.6.1 Determine the current baseline for the
set goals

As reference for monitoring and evaluation - define
and measure current values of performance
indicators that measure the progress towards the
goals.
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3.3.7. Aspect 1.7 Commitment
Purpose: to get support from relevant stakeholders to continue and take action for next phases of the
adaption planning

Issue

Description

1.7.1 Get commitment for set goals

Assure there is sufficient commitment from all
stakeholders within (administration, CI operators,
citizens, politicians) and outside ((national
government, regulators, …) the municipality to start
phase 2.

3.3.8. Aspect 1.8 Communication
Purpose: to create a communication plan for (all) stakeholders which specifies what should be
communicated how at what point in time to whom in order to assure a sufficient level of information for
all involved stakeholders at all times.

Issue

Description

1.8.1 Develop communication plan

Determine what to communicate to whom and when
and how

3.4. Phase 2 - Develop adaptation objectives
3.4.1. Aspect 2.1 Role definition
Purpose: to get agreement on potential roles of and contributions from respective stakeholders in this
phase of the planning process

Issue

Description

2.1.1 Define and get commitment on
contribution of stakeholders in issue 2

Check that all stakeholders that need to be involved
in phase II are identified.

3.4.2. Aspect 2.2 Exploration of adaptation objectives
Purpose: to generate a long list of solution approaches (called objectives) that are considered suited
to contribute to the goals defined in 1.5. Objectives indicate the mechanism by which they provide a
solution to a climate threat. Different approaches to provide protection from floods are, for instance,
overflow areas, flood protection structures, changes in land use or water proofing the city. For an
extensive list of possible adaptation approaches, please see Annex A.
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Issue

Description

2.2.1 Generate long list of objectives

Free list of various objectives which contribute to the
set goals.

2.2.2 Check for applicability

Check whether the objectives fit within the context
Example: dividing the city in two with a dam is not
acceptable, even if not explicitly mentioned as a
constraint.

2.2.3 Check for (high-level) compliance with
requirements

Check list for compliance with the list generated in
1.5.2.

3.4.3. Aspect 2.3 Scoping adaptation objectives
Purpose: Reduce the long list of objectives to a short list of most promising objectives.

Issue

Description

2.3.1 Reduce to short list of applicable
objectives

Select from objectives which are fit (applicable and
compliant) for further consideration in next issue.

3.4.4. Aspect 2.4 commitment
Purpose: get agreement and commitment of all involved stakeholders for the selected short list of
objectives

Issue

Description

2.4.1 Get commitment for choice of short
list

Assure sufficient commitment from all stakeholders
within (administration, CI operators, politicians,
citizens) and outside ((national government,
regulators, …) the municipality to start phase 3. Reiterate if not.

3.4.5. Aspect 2.5 communication
Purpose: Purpose: to create (or update) a communication plan for (all) stakeholders which specifies
what should be communicated how at what point in time to whom in order to assure a sufficient level
of information for all involved stakeholders at all times.

Issue

Description

2.5.1 Update communication plan

Determine what to communicate to whom, when and
how
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3.5. Phase 3 - Prioritise adaptation options
3.5.1. Aspect 3.1 Role definition
Purpose: to get agreement on potential roles of and contributions from respective stakeholders in this
phase of the planning process

Issue

Description

3.1.1 Define and get commitment on
contribution of stakeholders in phase 3

Check that all required support is ensured

3.5.2. Aspect 3.2 Generate options for each objective
Purpose: generate a list of potential concrete options that meet the selected objectives

Issue

Description

3.2.1 Generate one or more concrete
options to realise an objective.

Define the adaptation options (set of one or more
measures) that contribute to each objective defined
in phase 2

3.5.3. Aspect 3.3 Appreciating and prioritising adaptation options
Purpose: appreciate the applicability and value of each of the generated options

Issue

Description

3.3 1 Determine risk effects of each of the
options

Determine the amount of risk the option will reduce,
but also risks introduced or increased by the measure.

3.3.2 Determine financial and economic
consequences of each of the options

Cost-benefit of each adaptation option, not only of
direct costs and revenues, but also economic impact
for the surrounding economy

3.3.3 Determine social consequences of
each of the options

Social impact study of each of the adaptation options

3.3.4 Determine ecological consequences of
each of the options

Environmental impact study of each of the adaptation
options

3.3.5 Check for strict compliance with
requirements

Check list for compliance with list generated in issue
1.5.2.

3.3.6 Check for compatibility with existing or
planned policies

Check for compatibility of each option with existing
and planned policies and principles.
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3.5.4. Aspect 3.4 Choosing adaptation options
Purpose: choose a set of options that best fulfil the adaptation goals

Issue

Description

3.4.1 Choose optimal set of options

Compare results of each option and of combinations
of options and choose one or more for action. Identify
possible interactions between selected options. Reiterate (to issue 3.3) if none is sufficiently attractive or
options can be combined.

3.5.5. Aspect 3.5 Commitment
Purpose: get agreement and commitment of all involved stakeholders for the selected short list of
objectives

Issue

Description

3.5.1 Get commitment (in terms of budget,
support, capacity, timeframe, etc.) for
choice of adaptation options

Determine whether there is sufficient commitment
from all stakeholders within (administration, CI
operators, politicians, citizens) and outside ((national
government, regulators, …) the municipality to start
phase 4

3.5.6. Aspect 3.6 Communication
Purpose: Purpose: to create (or update) a communication plan for (all) stakeholders which specifies
what should be communicated how at what point in time to whom in order to assure a sufficient level
of information for all involved stakeholders at all times.

Issue

Description

3.6.1 Update communication plan

Determine what to communicate to whom, when
and how
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3.6. Phase 4 - Develop implementation plan
3.6.1. Aspect 4.1 Role definition
Purpose: to get agreement on potential roles of and contributions from respective stakeholders in this
phase of the planning process

Issue

Description

4.1.1 Define and get commitment on
contribution of stakeholders in phase 4

Check that all required support is ensured

3.6.2. Aspect 4.2 Implementation plan
Purpose: generate a realistic implementation plan that takes into account all relevant conditions.

Issue

Description

4.2.1 Risk consequences

Develop implementation plan ensuring this aspect is
sufficiently addressed and accepted

4.2.2 Financial consequences

Develop implementation plan ensuring this aspect is
sufficiently addressed and accepted

4.2.3 Social consequences

Develop implementation plan ensuring this aspect is
sufficiently addressed and accepted

4.2.4 Roles and responsibilities

Develop implementation plan ensuring this aspect is
sufficiently addressed and accepted

4.2.5 Timeline (short term/long term)

Develop implementation plan ensuring this aspect is
sufficiently addressed and accepted

3.6.3. Aspect 4.3 Monitoring and evaluation plan
Purpose: generate a system to monitor the progress towards the set goals.

Issue

Description

4.3.1 Define indicators

Refine how progress towards the goals defined in
phase 1 can be measured. If different from baseline
indicators (see issue 3.3.6), determine values.

4.3.2 Define data collection methods and
timeline

Determine where and when to gather the necessary
information for the indicators

4.3.3 Identify roles and responsibilities

Determine who needs to do what in order to measure
the progress
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4.3.4 Define monitoring process

Determine the process for monitoring progress

3.6.4. Aspect 4.4 Commitment
Purpose: get agreement and commitment of all involved stakeholders for the selected action plan.

Issue

Description

4.4.1 Get commitment (in terms of budget,
support, capacity, timeframe, etc.) for
chosen plan

Determine whether there is sufficient commitment
from all stakeholders within (administration, CI
operators, politicians, citizens) and outside ((national
government, regulators, …) the municipality to start
implementation

3.6.5. Aspect 4.5 Communication
Purpose: Purpose: to create (or update) a communication plan for (all) stakeholders which specifies
what should be communicated how at what point in time to whom in order to assure a sufficient level
of information for all involved stakeholders at all times.

Issue

Description

4.5.1 Update communication plan

Determine what to communicate to whom and when
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4. E-Guide
4.1. Introduction
The RESIN Guide is the DSS, presented as a digital or e-Guide, that will support decision makers
step-by-step in their urban adaptation planning process. The e-Guide aims to make decision makers
aware of the relevant aspects and issues for consistent adaptation planning and to provide them with
a comprehensive overview of supporting methods, tools and information, developed within RESIN and
gathered from external sources.

4.2. Elements contained in the e-Guide
The structure of the e-Guide will be based on the framework for adaptation planning, as presented in
chapter 3. The following functions are foreseen to be provided by the system:








Use of the decision framework;
Guidance on how to best apply this decision framework to a particular challenge;
For each phase, explanations of aspects and issues;
Overview(s) of available tools supporting a particular phase, aspect or issue;
If possible, guidance in the preferable choice for and best application of the various available
tools;
Overviews of experiences gained by others in tackling the issue, good practices and potential
pitfalls;
A glossary of terms used, supported by more extensive explanations and background
information where needed.

As the function of the e-Guide is to guide the end-users in a process that in nature is complex of itself,
the guide strives to provide clear guidance for every issue of the process:










The value of addressing the issue;
The place and use of the issue in the complete process;
Starting conditions for tackling the issue;
Alternative ways of tackling the issue (if applicable);
Consequences of a choice for each alternative way for subsequent issues;
(Expected) requirements in capacity, time, knowledge, etc. for tackling the issue for each
alternative way;
(Expected) yields in knowledge, quality, level of detail, etc. for tackling the issue for each
alternative way;
Minimal conditions for tackling the issue;
Relations with other issues.

As already touched upon in section 2.3, the information in the e-Guide should not just be accessible in
sequence of the decision process. Each issue should be directly accessible, and all underlying
information should be freely accessible. Users who have already taken actions which relate to this
process, should be able to enter the process at the relevant issue without being unnecessarily being
forced to repeat or perform previous phases.

4.3 Form of the e-Guide
The form of the e-Guide has yet to be decided, and is subject to decisions and observations that are
yet to be made in the project, such as the required level of detail in the guidance, the balance between
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flexibility and rigidity of method, the choice for the variety of end-users, etcetera. Many of these
decisions will be based on the needs of end-users. These will explicitly be accumulated in the first
phase of the work plan (see chapter 5). Therefore, the precise decision criteria have not yet been
formulated, but will include elements such as:










The need for and ability of the solution to support dynamic content;
The need for and ability of the solution to support the integration of external information
sources;
The need for and ability of the solution to support the storage of user data;
Technical feasibility of the solution within the context of the project;
User-friendliness of the solution;
Intuitiveness of the solution;
Familiarity of the end-users with the solution.
Accessibility on a range of platforms;
Extensibility.

4.4. Overview of some potential candidates for an e-Guide platform
Below, we present some of the existing platforms that have been used to perform similar functions,
just to give an idea of the sort of platforms that will be considered in a structured way (see the work
plan in chapter 5). For the selection of a platform, we have to take into account that eventually the
guide is to be adopted by a third party, for which “Climate Adapt” is the most likely candidate.
4.4.1. Mediawiki
Mediawiki is a platform known for hosting various wiki, among which is Wikipedia. It features static
pages, containing media and formatting, and provides a well-established, intuitive and familiar
browsing platform with numerous basic functionalities, such as a search function and automatic
generation of a table of content on pages, management tools, support for multi-party editing and
content generation as well as excellent extensibility support.
The platform is only limitedly adaptable; some packages are available for extending its functionality,
but it lacks the total adaptability of for example a HTTP website. A wiki is by nature completely oneway: user information is not recorded (other than by page edits if this is allowed to the public).
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14

Figure 6: INTACT wiki, example of a Mediawiki platform aimed at providing guidance and support on
climate adaptation for CIs

4.4.2. HTTP website
A HTTP website can be based on many platforms, but in general they are characterised by a high
level of customisability. This feature also implies that many basic functions required to generate a
working platform have still to be written and tested. The platform offers almost complete freedom in
formatting and functionality, it can record users’ information, run code, interact with the user, provide
dynamic pages, store and retrieve information in a local database, provide support for integration of
external information, be accessible on various platforms, but only if these functionalities are explicitly
created by programming them.
14

http://www.intact-project.eu/
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Figure 7: Climate-ADAPT, an example of a HTTP website
15

The flexibility of a HTTP website can be illustrated by the BESECURE website. BESECURE is a web
based platform, that provides several functionalities to help policymakers in the creation,
enhancement, and implementation of security policies for urban zones. BESECURE consists of three
main parts:




Inspirational Platform,
Policy Platform, and
Urban Data Platform.

The Inspirational Platform contains information about urban security practices from all over Europe,
and a large collection of related literature. The platform provides insightful comparison and search
functions, glossary section with terms about urban security, and options to mark practices and
literature for later use as justification for novel practices.
15

http://www.besecure-project.eu/
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Figure 8: BESECURE – Inspirational Platform landing page
More precisely, the Inspirational Platform consists of the following features:







Literature – a collection of established literature sources on urban security, well-annotated and
referenced. From here, literature files can be selected for use as justification for novel
practices.
Practices – a collection of urban security practices gathered from the BESECURE case study
areas and other sources. From here, practices can be selected for use as justification for
novel practices.
Comparison function – a functionality, which allows users to define the most important criteria
and descriptors in a given case and also to attribute to them measures of importance. As a
result, the users obtain the most relevant practices along with information about percentage of
consistency with the search criteria.
Search engine – a component which supports the decision process, by helping the policy
makers to find relevant practices and literature based on a set of user defined criteria.
Glossary – a glossary of key terms in the urban security domain along with the source
information.

The Policy Platform helps the policymakers to create well-structured policy proposals with a solid
evidence base. The ‘one-page-policy’ process is an easy to use policy builder that leads policymakers
through a number of steps to create a concise and comprehensive policy proposal. In this process, the
policymakers can work simultaneously together form different locations by using a collaborative
canvas. The process helps to establish the context of the policy proposal, and to describe the issues
that are aimed. In each step of the process the policymakers can add evidence by linking practices
and literature from the Inspirational Platform and relevant data from the Urban Data Platform.
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Figure 9: BESECURE – collaborative canvas
The Urban Data Platform is a powerful asset in the development of urban security interventions. The
aim of the platform is to provide an easy-to-use GIS based tool for statistical data analysis and
visualization to generate specific area profiles. The information provided by the Urban Data Platform
includes graphics (maps and charts) as well as tabular representations of the data to enable easy and
relevant interpretation through the use of powerful analytics.

Figure 10: BESECURE – Urban Data Platform example of GIS analysis
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4.4.3. Interactive PDF
An interactive PDF is a downloadable document in a universal format, which allows it to be viewed on
a wide range of platforms. It is based on the PDF standard, but uses extended functionality. In
particular, these include:
Bookmarks
Bookmarks you create in the InDesign document appear in the Bookmarks tab on the left side of the
Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader window. Each bookmark jumps to a page, text, or graphic in the
exported PDF file.
Movies and sound clips
You can add movies and sound clips to a document, or you can link to streaming video files on the
Internet. These movies and sound clips can be played back in the exported PDF file.
Hyperlinks
In an exported PDF document, clicking a hyperlink jumps to another location in the same document, to
a different document, or to a website.
Cross-references
A cross-reference refers readers from one part of your document to another in the exported PDF file.
Cross-references are especially useful in user guides and reference manuals. When a document with
cross-references is exported to PDF, the cross-references act as interactive hyperlinks.
Page transitions
Page transitions apply a decorative effect, such as a dissolve or wipe, when you turn the page in the
exported PDF while in Full Screen Mode.
Use input
User input is supported by input fields. This information is stored within the document.
Export functionalities
Parts of the content or even interactively collected information can be exported to a number of external
formats.
The interactive PDF is delivered in one file that has to be downloaded before it can be viewed. This
makes it less suited for large information repositories. The interactive elements described above are
similar to the functionalities of a mediawiki, with the following exceptions:




Page transitions are not supported in mediawiki
Inputting information is not supported in mediawiki
Export functionalities are not (natively) supported in mediawiki
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5. Work plan
In essence, the development of the RESIN e-Guide will take the approach depicted in Figure 13. Basis
for the guide will be the RESIN framework. As the content for each phase (aspects and issues, with
their accompanying tools, modules and experiences gained) will be enriched during the project, the
design for the Guide will develop iteratively. The platform to host the guide must allow this iterative
development and implementation.

Requirements

Design

• Survey of required functionalities for the DSS
• Assessment of solution option to requirements
• Decision on solution
• High-level design of solution – technical and structural
• Design of specific functionalities in solution
• Detail design of solution – technical and structural
• Building of draft solution
• Internal testing

Build

Test

• External testing
• Refinement
• (Re-)iteration

Figure 11: Development process for the e-Guide

An indicative planning for the phases of development of the DSS and e-Guide is depicted in Figure 12.
It is based on the approach of getting the design and development of the e-Guide and DSS started as
soon as possible, allowing the maximum of time for co-development of the final product. The planning
is, however, subject to changes due to requirements of external stakeholders (cities, other WPs,
external projects and programmes). In the next paragraphs, the elements of the work plan will be
elaborated.
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Requirements
Design
Build
Test
Draft RESIN E-guide
Decision support tools integrated

Sept 2018

Mar 2018

Sept 2017

Sept 2016

Apr 2016

E-guide final

Figure 12: Indicative timeline for development of DSS and e-Guide.

5.1. Requirements
This phase (Task 6.3.1) concentrates on gathering the requirements for the DSS, surveying the
options for realising it and choosing the best solution.
In this phase, we will follow a structured process to get an inventory of all requirements to the DSS.
The needs of end-users and other work packages will be surveyed through a close interaction
process. The analysis of end-users, mentioned in section 2.2, and meetings with the
PROVIA/MEDIATION Adaptation Pathfinder, mentioned in section 2.3, will be an important input to
this process. The results will be formulated in an inventory of requirements. Subsequently, we will test
these requirements against possible options for realising the DSS, and decide through a process of
multi-criteria analysis which solution fits our needs the best. The RESIN partner cities will play a
crucial role in this phase and their involvement is further defined in paragraph 5.5.1.
The requirements for the DSS may be subject to requirements stemming from the incorporation of
tools from other work packages. These specific requirements will be taken into account in the analysis
and the final choice of the solution. Note that even the best solution may not cater to all requirements,
leaving unfulfilled wishes. How to deal with these wishes will be one of the topics of the next (design)
phase.
The lead for this task is with TNO with input and support from Tecnalia, Fraunhofer, ITTI, Siemens and
the case cities.
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5.2. Design
In this phase (T6.3.2), we will design the RESIN e-Guide and define its technical specifications. Its
design will be carried out in three steps. First a high-level design will be built. This design will specify
what functions the DSS will support and in what way it will support them. It will also outline the highlevel structure of its contents. Second, the high-level design and the way the tools will be integrated
will be presented to the partners for approval. All elements included in the design have to meet
approval of all involved partners to allow continuation into the next step. Third, after establishing the
high-level design, the attention will be focussed on a detailed low-level design in which all (accepted)
functions and their interfaces are specified.
The main workload for this phase lies with ITTI, with contributions from TNO and Siemens.

5.3. Build
This phase consists of two main activities; the development of the e-Guide (T6.3.3) and the population
of the guide with tools, methods, etc. (T6.2.1 and 6.2.2).
Development of the e-Guide
Based on the detailed (low-level) design, the e-Guide will then be built. Internal testing will included for
basic confirmation whether the system meets its specifications. An agile approach will be used in
order to maximise focus on user experience and make results available already at early stages (e.g.
for evaluation and testing purposes).This will result in a working draft version (D6.4).
ITTI is in the lead for the development of the e-Guide and will work together with Siemens on this.
Decision Support Tooling
For the respective phases in the adaptation planning process, ‘state of the art’ decision support tools
and methods will be identified/selected and/or recommend for further development (T6.2.1). A first
collection of decision support tools for climate adaptation is presented in Annex B. This collection will
be further elaborated and extended through the state of the art tool inventory, that is part of a next
activity within WP6.
Based on an evaluation, a selection of these tools/methods will be included or referred to in the eGuide. This activity will start with identification of criteria to assess such tools. Building on WP1, a
structured catalogue of selected decision support tools and methods will be provided. The catalogue
will provide and in-depth insight into these tools and methods taking into consideration aspects of their
applicability, usefulness and required data. Where possible, the tools and methods will be gathered
and evaluated in both theory and in practice, gained through the experimenting and testing of these
tools in the core cities (WP4)
For proper use of the tools and methods identified, relevant data is required. This task (T6.2.2) aims to
provide guidance for data collection and interpretation (generic vs specific data); to provide for
particular data sets, generic data, specific (case related) data; and how to present such data to
decision makers. It will consider both the use of own (internal) data sources and external, public, ones.
Some of these data(sets) will be provided by other WPs (WPs 2,3,4).
In addition, every issue in the guide will – where possible – be enriched with examples from the field,
whether best or worst practices, to clarify the process, for inspiration and to provide the decision
maker with insight in do’s and don’ts. Not only will these examples be collected from the city cases
within RESIN, but they will also be gathered through literature review and desk research. The
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European Climate Adapt Platform , for instance, already provides an extensive database with case
studies. Examples practices could, for instance, be a well-structured adaptation strategy of a certain
city, or a description of the implementation of an adaptation measure. If information allows, examples
will be accompanied by a reflection of a RESIN partner on the lessons learnt. If possible, contact
details will be provided to stimulate interaction and learning from each other.
In task 6.2.1, TNO will be the main partner responsible together with ITTI, Arcadis, Tecnalia,
Fraunhofer and Siemens. In task 6.2.2., Siemens will be in the lead with contributions from TNO,
Tecnalia, Fraunhofer, ITTI.

5.4. Test
The draft version will be presented to the end-users to reflect on its contributions in order to identify
further requirements in support of their planning process (T6.3.4). This will include various validation
and verification testing activities, conducted with the partner cities (WP 4) and in broader
dissemination activities (WP7). How the cities will be involved in the development of the e-Guide will
be further explained in 5.5.1. The involvement of other work packages is also required in the testing
phase.
TNO will oversee the testing phase in cooperation with Tecnalia, Fraunhofer, ITTI and Siemens.

5.5. Involvement of parties in the development of the RESIN e-Guide
5.5.1. Involvement of the RESIN partner cities
The involvement of and support to city cases is of great importance to the RESIN e-Guide. Matching
the needs and demands in the city cases with the available DSS and tool results in an applied
decision support system for adaptation planning process in the four city cases. Each of the core cities
is at a different phase in the adaptation planning process and may focus on different areas of action
based on their hazards, vulnerabilities, type of infrastructure and key economic sectors. This means
that cities need support in different ways for different phases in the planning process, depending on
their specific needs. This in turn means that the various city cases are able to feedback on different
aspects of the DSS. For this purpose, close collaboration is needed between the city cases.
The city partners are expected to play the following roles in each of the planning phases:
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Requirements: The cities can play an important role in the definition of requirements. Their
input can highlight the priorities for guidance for each issue and where what guidance is most
needed.
Design: The cities will play a role in evaluating the intended user interface and logic behind the
DSS.
Build: The cities are expected to bring major input into the DSS in the form of experiences,
‘normal’ operating procedures, tools they use for particular issues and references to other
guiding documents or tools.
Test: The cities are expected to have a major involvement in testing the DSS by applying it on
their case and feeding back where it proved worthwhile or not.

http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/
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However, mot every city is expected to be equally intensely involved in the development and testing of
the DSS. We distinguish between three types of involvement:




Development partner: City that is involved in the co-development of (part of) the DSS
Testing partner: City that will use (part of) draft versions of the DSS and provide feedback and
suggestions for improvement
Application partner: City that will apply (part of) the DSS and might provide feedback

All four cities will provide basic feedback in each phase of the development of the RESIN e-Guide and
are in that sense application partners. The City of Manchester will be actively involved in the codevelopment and testing of the Guide to provide support in their process to get a successful RA and
adaptation plan. Other testing partners include Bratislava, in the form of a workshop on stakeholder
input, and Paris, focusing on contribution to Chalex 2.0 and the CRD in strategic resilience building.
That we have more than one partner is beneficial, as it is expected that the requirements of each of
the cities will be slightly different. With this, also engagements with tier-2 cities will be used to present
the guide and seek for feedback on functionalities and information offered. A detailed work plan for the
involvement of the three RESIN partner cities and the tier-2 cities will be drafted in the next phase.

5.5.2. Involvement of other work packages in the development of the RESIN e-Guide
The RESIN e-Guide will bring together all the work performed within the project. The results of the
different work packages need to deliver input in the different phases of the DSS framework, providing
for each issue in the policy cycle for adaptation resilience planning elements that can support decision
makers. In Figure 13, the relationships with the RESIN e-Guide and other work packages within the
project are presented. It shows the main outputs of the work packages that are input for the DSS.
Below, this output is elaborated in more detail per work package and specifies which input is needed
for what purpose and at which moment at time.

Figure 13 Relationships between Decision Support System and Work Packages in RESIN
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WP1 – Concepts and approaches
 The state of the Art report on decision support systems has contributed to a first insight in
Decision Support methodologies, terminology and tooling (M7)
 The development of the RESIN Research Framework was closely linked to the development
of the Decision Support Framework (M9)
 The contribution of the city typology to the Decision Support Framework /guide and its
consequences have to be further defined (M13-14)
 Connect the database for the city typology (T1.3.4) to the RESIN e-Guide (from M21)
WP2 – Methods for impact and vulnerability assessments
 The risk assessment approach with supporting tools and methods (IVAVIA) developed in WP2
will be integrated in Phase 1 of the framework. First ideas on how the IVAVIA tool can be
integrated in the RESIN e-Guide have been developed (M9), but need to be further
established to include the adjustments foreseen to the IVAVIA tool (M13-14)
 Communicate the kind of data needed for the vulnerability assessment tools (M13-14)
 Integrate IVAVIA tool in DSS (M21-40)
WP3 – Adaptation options and implementation
 The database of adaptation options and the procedure for prioritizing options developed in
WP3 are typical elements of phase 3 of the decision support Framework. How exactly the
database and methodology for prioritisation will be integrated in the Guide has to be further
defined (M13-M18)
 The framework for the library of adaptation options has been shared, as well as the
methodology and the background of the library (M1-6)
 The framework, database of options and methodology for prioritizing options has to be
integrated in the e-Guide (M24)
WP4 – City Cases
 The involvement of the RESIN partner cities in the development of the RESIN e-Guide is
explained in paragraph 5.5.1 (M9-M42).

WP5 - Standardization of methods and certification for climate resilient cities and
infrastructures
 WP6 will provide recommendations to WP5 for standardisation of (elements of) the DSS

Figure 16 displays the specific relations of the Guide with the other tasks and deliverables in a
simplified version. Note that the development of the Decision Support System is an iterative process,
and that many feedback moments take place during the project.
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Figure 14 Relationships between DSS and tasks and some of the most relevant deliverables of various
other Work Packages

5.5.3. Involvement of other projects and programmes in the development of the DSS
Relevant knowledge developed in external projects and programmes will be referred to in various
issues of the decision support system wherever relevant. Annex C presents a series of relevant
external projects and programmes and their potential for the decision support system. These
contributions will predominantly play a role in the build phase of the work plan, in which the DSS is
worked out and operationalised.
A special collaboration of RESIN is foreseen with the European Climate Adaptation Platform, or
climate-adapt, the Resilience Pathway 2.0 and the Mediation/PROVIA Adaptation Pathfinder. To
provide a platform for the RESIN e-Guide, RESIN aims to cooperate with climate-adapt and, as such,
add functionality to the existing Urban Adaptation Support Tool. RESIN also wants to connect as much
as possible with other existing DSSs, like the Resilience Pathway and Adaptation Pathfinder, that bear
close resemblance to the aims of the RESIN e-Guide.
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Abbreviations
CCA(P)

Climate Change Adaptation (Plan)

DS(S)

Decision Support (System)

EW / EWE

Extreme Weather / Extreme Weather Event

GIS

geographical information system

IMS

Integral Management System

JRF

Joseph Rowntree Foundation

OODA

Observe, Orient, Decide , Act

RCF

RESIN Conceptual Framework

SotA

State of the Art

US

Urban System
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Annex A Classification of adaptation options
Table 3 Classification of adaptation options. The column on the right represents different solution
approaches or ‘objectives’ for adaptation to climate change. Table adapted from Huq, I.R., S. et al. 2014.

Engineering and built
environment (Grey structural
adaptation options)

Structural/
Physical: They
include structural
and engineering
options

Technological: include both
“hard” and “soft”
technologies

Ecosystem Based Adaptation
(Green-Blue): the use of
biodiversity and ecosystem
services as part of an overall
adaptation strategy

Service options

Social options
that seek to
reduce the
vulnerability of
disadvantaged
groups, including
targeting
vulnerability
reduction and
social inequities.

Educational

Information

Dikes and coastal flooding protection structures (adaptation,
improvements of sea walls and coastal protection structures: e.g.
groynes, breakwaters and artificial reefs, storm surge gates and barriers
…),
Fluvial and pluvial flooding protection and adaptation to drought (flood
levees and culverts, retaining walls, water storage and pump storage,
water tanks sewage works, improved drainage though canals or reducing
sealing soil, raise low-lying bridges, adapt or improve dams, reduce leaks
from water systems, interbasin water transfer …)
Regeneration of beaches (dune construction and strengthening, …),
Building and infrastructure design to flood, heat and drought (building
rehabilitation, renovation, remodeling, restoration or demolition and
rebuilding, flood and cyclone shelters)
Urban setting and texture (weight and width of streets, mounds and
artificial hills, creation of ventilation paths, choose materials for ground
like e.g. porous paving, walls, roofs …)
Water management technologies including rainwater collection, water
recycling, desalinization, groundwater infiltration or infiltration meadows
and strips, efficient urban irrigation, reducing freshwater demand for
industrial cooling …
Retrofitting buildings: building insulation, mechanical and passive cooling
…
Renewable energy technologies, increase energy efficiency
Ecological restoration (including wetland and floodplain conservation
and restoration),
Increasing biological diversity,
Deforestation and reforestation,
Fire control (bushfire reduction and prescribed fire),
Green infrastructures (including the use of green roofs and walls, porous
pavements, urban parks, urban farming and gardening …),
Corridors in urban areas
Social safety nets and social protection (SP programs include public and
private initiatives that transfer income or assets to poor people, protect
against livelihood risks, and raise the social status),
Municipal services including water and sanitation,
Vaccination programs
Essential public health services, including emergency medical services
Adaptation of transport, road infrastructure (e.g. floating or elevated
roads , use resistant materials …) and electricity networks (adjusting
power plants and electricity grids, e.g. additional cooling circuits for
power plants, strengthened power cables … )
Telecoms (e.g. adapted design of underground cabling and pylons)
Awareness raising and integration into education systems,
Gender equity in education (to reduce vulnerability),
Dissemination of local and traditional knowledge, including integrating
into adaptation planning,
Participatory action research & social learning,
Community surveys,
Platforms for sharing knowledge and learning (participatory learning
process: iterative and experimental learning …),
International conferences and research networks,
Communication through media
Risk maps (hazard and vulnerability mapping)
Early warning and response systems, including health early warning
system
Systematic monitoring and remote sensing,
Climate services, included improved forecasts,
Improving climate and downscaling projections,
Longitudinal data sets, integrating indigenous climate observations
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Behavioural

Economic instruments

Institutional
meausres

Laws and regulations

Government policies and
programs

Awareness campaigns for behavioural change
Accommodation (changes of human activities: use of urban areas),
including household preparation and evacuation planning (bottom-up
approach) (e.g. “Disconnect your Downspout” USA programs to urge
homeowners to redirect water from their roof into a storage tank or
small wetlands)
Retreat and migration (which has its own implications for human health
and security). Retreat involves moving away from the risk zones.
Reliance on social networks
Co-responsibility,
Self-adaptation,
Diversification of livelihoods,
Alternative management approaches
Financial incentives including taxes and subsidies (including economic
incentives for behavioural change),
Insurance, including index-based weather insurance schemes
Develop catastrophe bonds (to cover some urban climate risks),
Revolving funds (can be developed from a variety of revenue streams
such as Clean Development Mechanism projects)
Payment for ecosystem services,
Water and energy tariffs,
Savings group (local saving groups, or informal may have important
roles)
Microfinance (through different instruments including micro-credit,
micro-insurance, and micro-savings to help households and small
entrepreneurs)
Disaster contingency funds
Cash transfers (cash transfer programs are among the principal
instruments used by governments for poverty alleviation)
Legislation for spatial zoning,
Building codes and standards (ensuring buildings and infrastructure
meets needed standards, e.g. setting standards for maximum
temperatures in hospitals, water saving in building codes …),
Easements,
Water regulations and agreements (including water restrictions and
consumption cuts among others)
Legislation for disaster risk reduction,
Legislation to promote the acquisition of insurance,
Defining property rights and land tenure security,
protected areas,
Patents and technology transfer
National and regional adaptation plans, including mainstreaming climate
change,
Sub-national and local adaptation plans,
Urban upgrading programs,
Municipal water management programs (considering water sensitive
urban and building design, WSUD),
Disaster planning and preparedness,
City-level plans,
District-level plans,
Sector plans, which may include integrated water resources
management, landscape and watershed management, integrated coastal
zone management, adaptive management, ecosystem-based
management, sustainable forest management, drought management,
and community-based adaptation
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Annex B Selection of Climate Adaptation tools
Legend:
A1, A2, A3 and A4 refer to decision framework phases 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
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Climate
Adaptation

Brief description

Owner

tool
3Di

3Di is a new versatile water

Deltares

Decision

Decision

Support

Support

Method

Phase

Serious

A2, A3

management instrument that

gaming;

supports operational water

Visualisation

management, calamity

Techniques;

management and spatial

Forecasting

Experiences

planning design. The 3Di
instrument is based on
detailed hydraulic
computations. The
computations are extremely
fast and therefore allow for
interactive modelling on a
touch-table and iPad. The 3Di
user interface enables
decision makers and civilians
to visualize the impact of the
proposed measures in
various climate scenarios.
Adaptation
Support Tool

Deltares

Forecasting;

A2, A3

Visualisation
Techniques
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Climate
Adaptation

Brief description

Owner

tool

Decision

Decision

Support

Support

Method

Phase

A2, A3

BREEAM-NL

Met BREEAM-NL

Dutch

Multiple

Gebiedsontwik

Gebiedsontwikkeling wordt

Green

Criteria

keling

niet de

Building

Analysis

duurzaamheidprestatie van

Council

Experiences

slechts een enkel gebouw,
maar van een heel gebied
beoordeeld.
Gebiedsontwikkelingen
worden beoordeeld op een
zestal
duurzaamheidscategorieën:
gebiedsmanagement,
synergie, bronnen, ruimtelijke
ontwikkeling, welzijn &
welvaart en gebiedsklimaat.
Link:
https://www.breeam.nl/keurm
erken/gebiedsontwikkeling
Business

BusinessWizard provides an

Danish

Visualisation

Wizard

interactive guide to climate

Ministry of

Techniques

change adaptation of

the

businesses with regard to the

Environment

problems that may arise from

; Danish

extreme weather events.

Nature

Link:

Agency

A2, A3

http://en.klimatilpasning.dk/to
ols/businesswizard.aspx
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Climate
Adaptation

Brief description

Owner

tool
Climategame

De Climategame traint

Tygron

studenten bij het ontwikkelen

Decision

Decision

Support

Support

Method

Phase

Serious

A1-A4

Experiences

gaming

van een integrale aanpak
voor de verbetering van het
waterbeheer, de fysieke
leefomgeving en de fysieke
leefbaarheid van een
universiteitswijk. Elke speler
in de climategame heeft
eigen belangen en een
doelstelling. Deze belangen
en doelstellingen verschillen
en zijn soms tegenstrijdig, net
als in de echte wereld.
Studenten worden
uitgedaagd om niet alleen de
individuele doelstellingen,
maar ook de integrale
doelstellingen te realiseren.
Link: http://climategame.nl/
Climate

De Klimaateffectatlas zet

Alterra/WUR

Forecasting;

Adaptation

(toekomstige) dreigingen van

; KNMI;

Visualisation

Atlas

overstromingen,

Deltares;

Techniques

wateroverlast, droogte en

KWR;

hittestress op de kaart. Vul

Geodan;

hieronder uw gemeentenaam

Royal

in en bekijk wat er speelt in

Haskoning-

uw gebied. De atlas wordt

DHV; TNO;

actueel gehouden door een

ESRI

A2

netwerk van
kennisinstellingen en
adviesbureaus. Link:
http://www.ruimtelijkeadaptati
e.nl/nl/klimaateffectatlas
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Climate
Adaptation

Brief description

Owner

tool

Decision

Decision

Support

Support

Method

Phase

A2, A3

Climate

The climate adaptation app

Bosch

Visualisation

Adaptation App

gives urban designers,

Slabbers;

Techniques

engineers or others insight in

Deltares;

feasible measures for a

Grontmij;

project with a specific climate

Witteveen+

adaptation goal. The app will

Bos; KNMI

Experiences

generate a selection of
feasible climate adaptation
measures in less than a
minute. If for instance, an
urban development in a flood
plain is to be prepared for
river flooding, the app will
rank feasible measures
based on the local conditions
and the user's input. Link:
http://www.climateapp.nl/
Drought Stress

Deltares

Forecasting

A2, A3

Model

Considered
too
academic
for practical
use.

Metrogame

Het metrospel is speciaal

Dutch

Serious

ontwikkeld voor een

Ministry of

gaming

meekoppel-workshop. Deze

Infrastructur

oekmeekop

beproefde workshopvorm

e&

pelen.nl/vo

brengt in korte tijd

Environment

orbeeldproj

gezamenlijk de belangrijkste

A1-A4

Link:
http://handb

ecten/

doelen en opgaven en
kansen in beeld. Link:
http://handboekmeekoppelen.
nl/het-metrospel/
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Climate
Adaptation

Brief description

Owner

tool
Meekoppeltool

Decision

Decision

Support

Support

Method

Phase

A1-A4

Projecten in beheer en

TNO;

Visualisation

onderhoud, nieuwbouw en

Deltares

Techniques

Experiences

Yet to be
tested in a

herstructurering bieden

real-life

kansen om maatregelen te

case.

treffen die een stad
klimaatbestendig maken. Het
benutten van deze kansen en
op deze manier meekoppelen
van klimaatadaptatie
maatregelen is een
kostenefficiënte manier om
schade door klimaatextremen
te voorkomen alsook om
breder waarde te creëren.
Met behulp van de
Meekoppeltool kan voor een
wijk in de stad een agenda
van klimaatadaptatie
maatregelen worden
opgesteld, gekoppeld aan
geplande en verwachte
onderhoudsprojecten: de
Meekoppelagenda.
Uitvoering van deze agenda
zal bijdragen aan de
realisatie van een
klimaatbestendige stad. Link:
http://transphormiat.tno.nl/KAMTDemo/
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Climate
Adaptation

Brief description

Owner

tool
MKBA

Om de gemeente Rotterdam

Rotterdam

te helpen een

RebelGroup

Decision

Decision

Support

Support

Method

Phase

Cost-benefit

A2, A3

analysis

Experiences

A
trustworthy,

klimaatadaptatiestrategie te

relevant

ontwikkelen voerden we de

(multi-

eerste MKBA in Nederland

stakeholder

voor klimaatadaptatie uit.

) cost-

Innovatief, complex,

benefit

strategisch – een verrijkende

analysis is

uitdaging. Link:

still one of

http://www.rebelgroup.com/nl/

the major

projecten/ontwikkelen-

challenges

innovatieve-klimaatadaptieve-

in the field

mkba-voor-rotterdam/413

of climate
adaptation.

The Resilient

The Resilient House provides

Danish

Visualisation

House

an interactive guide to climate

Ministry of

Techniques

change adaptation of your

the

house with regard to the

Environment

problems that may arise from

; Danish

extreme weather events.

Nature

Link:

Agency

A2, A3

http://en.klimatilpasning.dk/to
ols/theresilienthouse.aspx
TEEB-stad

Snel inzicht in de waarde van

Dutch

Cost-Benefit

groen en water in de stad.

Ministery of

Analysis

Link: http://www.teebstad.nl/

Economic

A2, A3

Affairs
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Climate
Adaptation

Brief description

Owner

tool

Decision

Decision

Support

Support

Method

Phase

Robustness

A3

Turning point

The turning point analysis is a

analysis

method to get insight into

Analysis;

how much change a system,

Scenario

like a sewage system, can

Analysis

Deltares

Experiences

manage under influence of
climate change. This helps to
weigh adaptation measures.
Link:
http://www.ruimtelijkeadaptati
e.nl/en/knikpuntenanalyse
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Annex C Relevant projects and their outcome
for RESIN
Results (or aim if not
completed yet)
ADAPTATIO – ( 2012- Adaptatio is dedicated to the
2014) French Ministry
question of adaptation to CC
of Ecology, Sustainable (direct or indirect consideration)
Development and
within the design process of a
Energy)
Parisian urban planning project
Initiative

BASE (FP7) (2012-)
Bottom-Up Climate
Adaptation Strategies
for a Sustainable
Europe

Blue Green dream
(EIT/Climate-KIC)
(2012-)

BASE makes experiential and
scientific information on
adaptation meaningful,
transferable and easily
accessible to decision-makers at
all levels

To decrease the impact of
extreme temperatures in cities,
Blue Green Dream (BGD) aims
to develop the service
infrastructure to implement the
use of integrated ‘blue’ and
‘green’ infrastructure.

How the results will be used by RESIN
Adaptatio’s results will be used as knowledge
base notably for WP1, WP3 WP4, WP5, WP6
Climate change impacts on energy and water
and relevant adaptation options
Case Study of urban planning projects in
Paris: assessment of energy and water
consumption vulnerability of a chosen
Parisian urban planning project and
identification of suitable adaptation options
related to public spaces and buildings.
Partners involved: EIVP
Mainly two elements will be used as
knowledge base for WP3:
The identified climate change impacts on
health
Results from the assessment of co-benefits of
cross-sectorial adaptation measures related
to the health impacts of heat waves in the city
of Madrid.
Partners involved: BC3
Basic information for WP3 (knowledge on
adaptation options, and the interaction
between drought and heat) and WP8
(development of the climate adaptation app, a
first on line decision support aid) .

Direct contacts through TNO (with Deltares,
Imperial college)
Climate Proof
Cities/INCAH (KfC)
(2011-2014)

CPC is a Dutch research
programme aiming at
strengthening the adaptive
capacity and reducing the
vulnerability of the urban system
against climate change and to
develop strategies and policy
instruments for adapting our
cities and buildings.

The knowledge and methodology developed
in CPC to assess the vulnerability of
neighbourhoods to heat stress and water
nuisance and to determine the effectiveness
of adaptation measures will be elaborated in
WP2 and 3 of RESIN.

INCAH has brought together multiple domains
and focus on (1) to establish how climate
change will impact the different infrastructures
The objective of INCAH is to gain (2) to construct models to simulate the effects
insight into the effects of climate on the operation of infrastructures, i.e. the
change on the Dutch transport,
reliability, availability, capacity and socioenergy and drinking water
economic productivity and (3) adopt a
infrastructures, and to develop
network perspective and explore how we can
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robust strategies to allow these
networks to maintain their
function, adapting to the effects
of climate change.

ECONADAPT (FP7)
(2013-2016)

EU Cities Adapt
(2012-2013)
Adaptation Strategies
for European Cities

FLOODPROBE (FP7)
(2009-2013)

avoid congestion, service interruption, system
breakdown and systemic crisis through
reinforcing effects rippling through
interconnected infrastructures by network
design and asset management strategies.
These insights provide valuable input for the
RESIN project.

Partners involved: TNO, University of
Manchester
The aim of the ECONADAPT
One of the case studies of the project
project is to provide userECONADAPT will be performed in the city of
orientated methodologies and
Bilbao, in a particular district area under
evidence relating to economic
development. Costs and benefits of potential
appraisal criteria to inform the
alternatives to strengthen the adaptive
choice of climate change
capacity of the area will be analysed. This
adaptation actions using analysis information will be used in WP3 as
that incorporates cross-scale
complementary also to WP4.
governance under conditions of
uncertainty.
Partners involved: BC3
This project provided capacity
This project, which engaged a range of
building and assistance to a
diverse cities from across Europe in
group of 21 European cities
adaptation planning exercises, generated
engaged in developing climate
valuable learning on adaptation planning via
change adaptation strategies.
the application of ICLEI’s IMS. It also
developed a strong network of cities, some of
whom will be engaged in the RESIN project
as case study and second tier cities. EU
Cities Adapt also brought together a number
of the partners who are collaborating on the
RESIN proposal.
Partners involved: UniMan, ICLEI, Tecnalia,
Arcadis, UniBA
Within FLOODPROBE
Mainly two elements will be used as
technologies have been
knowledge base for WP1, WP2, WP5 and
developed for cost effective flood WP6:
protection of the built
Advanced Analysis tool, defining the
environment.
interdependencies of infrastructure networks
Specific indicators were identified to assess
the Redundancy of urban mobility networks
(application on city of Orleans)

FloodResilientCity
the FRC project has enabled
(Interreg B, 2007-2013) responsible public authorities in
eight cities in North West Europe
to better cope with floods in
urban areas, through a
combination of transnational
cooperation and regional
investments
GRaBS (INTERREG
This project facilitated exchange
IVC) (2008-2011)
of knowledge and experience
Green and Blue Space and transfer of good practice on
Adaptation for Urban
climate change adaptation
Areas and Eco Towns
strategies to local and regional

Partners involved: EIVP
A GIS tool to improve urban area
reconstruction with an application on city of
Dublin
Guidance and training for risk management
aimed at professionals, public and local
authorities
Partner involved : EIVP
An adaptation planning cycle was developed
and applied within the GRaBS project.
Learning from this approach to supporting
adaptation strategy development and decision
making in practice will be applied within the
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project

planning authorities from eight
European Member States.

IMPETUS (2011-2014), Impetus project focus on the
French Research
integration of urban planning
Agency
projects within the frame of
transformation towards the
sustainable city

INTACT (FP7) (20142017 )
on the Impact of
Extreme Weather on
Critical Infrastructures

Identify and classify on a Europe
wide basis Critical
Infrastructures, assess their
resilience to the impact of EWE
and identify potential measures
and technologies

PREDICT (FP7) (20142017)
Making Sense of the
Domino Effect in Crisis
Situations

Developing software system
models to offer a new quality in
understanding of crisis situations
cascade effects

RAMSES (FP7) (2013..)
Reconciling
Adaptation, Mitigation
and Sustainable
Development for Cities

RESILIS (2010-2013),
French Research
Agency

RESIN project.
Partners involved: Univ of Manchester,
Comenius University, TNO (expert panel)
This will be used as knowledge base notably
for WP1, WP4, WP5, WP6
Development of tools and methods for local
authorities and decision makers in order to
develop urban planning projects that integrate
urbanization & building processes as well as
mobility & travels
Design and assessment criterions for urban
planning projects
Dynamic modelling and decision making tools
in order to assess the impacts of urban
planning projects toward city transformation
Case studies in in Paris, Bordeaux.
Partners involved: EIVP
Contributions from INTACT are expected
Notably for WPs 2, 3 and 6 concerning
vulnerability and risk assessment methods,
adaptation options and decision support
tooling, whereas the approaches towards and
feedback from INTACT case studies will
provide guidance for the RESIN city cases
(WP4).
Partners involved: TNO
PREDICT will propose and deliver cohesive
and comprehensive models and
dependencies, cascading effects that include
causal relations, multisectoral infrastructure
elements and environmental parameters;
concepts and approaches will be used to
guide the approaches for urban environments
RESIN is challenged with (WP2, 3, and 6).

Partners involved: TNO, ITTI, Fraunhofer
Developing a rigorous, analytical The municipality of Bilbao is working as case
framework for the
study in the framework of FP7 project
implementation of adaptation
RAMSES, with the objective of developing
strategies and measures in EU
general guidelines for integrating adaptation
and international cities. RAMSES criteria in urban planning, specifically related
will provide the evidence basis
to Urban Heat Island effect, Floods and Storm
that leads to reduced adaptation water Use by Planning and Design.
costs as well as better
understanding and acceptance
Partners involved: Tecnalia, ICLEI, city of
of adaptation measures in cities. Bilbao
The main objective was to
RESILIS results may be used as knowledge
design methods and tools
base and framework model for vulnerability
dedicated to local authorities,
assessment tools conception and
networks managers and
implementation, for WP1, WP2, WP4, WP5
populations in order to prepare
and WP6
to, adapt and design social and
Description of cities as system of systems
technical systems able to cope
Identify interdependencies of urban technical
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with and absorb disturbances.
Several cases has been studied,
especially city of Paris.

STREST (FP7) (20132016)

WEATHER (FP7)
(2009-2012)
Weather Extremes:
Impacts on Transport
Systems and Hazards
for European Regions

Developing a harmonised
approach to stress tests for
critical infrastructures against
natural hazards (earthquakes,
tsunamis, geotechnical effects
and floods)

networks at a global scale in city of Paris,
collaborative workshops to discuss problems
and solutions in managing these
interdependencies
Assess the resilience of urban technical
networks and urban services at a local scale
(2 districts in city of Paris)
Partner involved : EIVP
Though the type of impact and infrastructure
differs, RESIN can learn from the STREST
approach in performing risk assessments and
determining the vulnerability of various Critical
Infrastructure items, especially with regards to
defining vulnerability indicators and
developing models. Of particular interest is
one of the case studies in STREST which
involves an urban environment.

Partners involved: TNO
The WEATHER project aims at
The EU FP7 project WEATHER has
analysing the economic costs of investigated the vulnerability of the transport
more frequent and more extreme sector in the EU to extreme weather events.
weather events on transport and For this purpose, WEATHER has subdivided
on the wider economy and
the EU into eight different climate zones, as
explores adaptation strategies
recommended by the PRUDENCE project.
for reducing them in the context
WEATHER considered the time dimension
of sustainable policy design.
and estimated short to long-term economic
effects, using the ARIO model for capturing
also inter-industrial effects. By means of
“what-if” scenarios WEATHER investigated
the estimated annual losses produced by
negative impacts of disasters on the transport
infrastructures, varying the frequency,
intensity and type of disaster. This state of the
art approach needs to be considered by
RESIN
Partners involved: Fraunhofer
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